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FOREWORD
2014 has been an exceedingly productive year for us, and with so many
exciting projects launching, beginning, and underway the time has seemed
to simply fly past. Throughout the year Exsim has found itself in a strong
position, one that has allowed us to capitalise on a number of changes
in the development industry while staying true to our core values.
These changes promise great advancement for us, and we are thrilled
to find out what the new year has in store.
With the completion of several of our flagship projects and work still
underway on many of our other undertakings, it would be more than safe
to say that Exsim is heading toward a new frontier of success, the likes of
which we have not seen before. The rate at which we continue to work
is sure to bring new opportunities to the table in future; opportunities that
we as a company feel confident to take hold of and run with.
In what follows, we will lead you through the progress of our developments,
some of their unique selling points, and events we held throughout the year.
We hope that through this newsletter you gain a clearer picture of the care
and dedication we take toward both our work and our esteemed customers.
Join us and take a short journey back through this year as we prepare to greet
2015 with open arms.
Cheers,
Lim Aik Hoe
Managing Director
Exsim Group of Companies

As we are planting our seed, we value all feedback and comments which will help us to grow healthily.
Please write to our PR & Corporate Communications team at michelle.siew@exsim.my
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FINDING FLEXIBILITY

AT EXPRESSIONZ
PROFESSIONAL
SUITES

As a powerful form of self-expression, interior design is
a field that has seen a myriad of evolutions, revolutions,
and groundbreaking innovations. The practice of combining
a selection of related elements, these separate entities
synergise to turn an interior space into a pleasing setting
for the spectrum of human activity.
At Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak, the versatility
to employ this concept in any way you desire is the driving
force behind its design. Built to be fully customisable

SOHO
With the versatility afforded by a home at Expressionz
Professional Suites@Tun Razak, setting up a small office
in your home has never been easier. Fill your space
with avant garde office furniture in modern creams
and whites, or go a classical route with comfortable
cushions, deep browns and sombre tones.

Art Studio
Designed for the creative professional,
turning your space into exactly what you
need is easy. Mount your canvases on
the walls and turn your home into
a gallery for your best works. Make use
of the ample space afforded to you,
and mold your living space into a haven
for making good art.

to each resident’s unique needs, whether those needs be
a sophisticated home office, a formal business space, or
a comfortable artistic sanctuary, units at this development
are a clean slate on which any owner may paint their
personality or build their future.
Aimed at the discerning professional urbanite, homes here
provide opportunities to build a life the way you need it.
With its minimalist, compartmentalised style, every unit
is optimal for a variety of professional living needs. A few
configuration ideas include:

Recording Studio
If a formal look isn’t what you’re going for,
soundproofing your home and outfitting it with
cutting edge equipment easily transforms it into
a state-of-the-art recording studio. Work in comfort
only steps away from your bedroom as you compose
your masterpiece.

Fashion Studio
Sometimes you simply need the space
to create, and in our development that
is catered for completely. Fill your space
with mannequins, display cases, sewing
machines or work tables to bring to life a
flourishing fashion studio in your own home.

Photography Studio
Take advantage of generous natural
lighting and a stunning KL view in your
work. Light your space to suit your
every need, from dark and moody
to light and airy. The possibilities are
endless when your space evolves
to suit your every need.

Transform your home to suit your usage, and take advantage of a cutting-edge business hub, all within Expressionz Professional
Suites@Tun Razak. A home that gives you all the flexibility you need to enhance and evolve your professional life.
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THE COLOURS
OF LIVING
Represented by a stunning rainbow, The
Rainz@Bukit Jalil aims to be a place where life
is reflected in vibrant colours. Alluding to
the different aspects of life found here, each
colour of the rainbow brings its own, special
meaning to the development. These aspects are
brought together with meticulous, loving detail,
making it a place which caters to and connects
a wide demographic. From young families
looking for a strong start in life, to older citizens
looking for a place to remain close to their
loved ones, The Rainz@Bukit Jalil offers
a myriad of lifestyle options.
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STRATA LIVING
AND YOU

to enjoy every day. Featuring stunning greenery
and abundant water features, The Rainz
@Bukit Jalil strives to provide an environment
of relaxation and beauty.
Crafting units in sizes ranging from 1,500 sq.ft.
to 1,900 sq.ft., homes here are easily tailored
to suit the needs of any family. Pulling together
its stunning location, premium facilities,
and generous unit sizes, The Rainz@Bukit Jalil
is poised to become a home where precious
memories are made.

Set in Bukit Jalil, a hub of convenience
and activity, this stunning development boasts
a myriad of facilities, collectively designed
to allow residents to find something new
For more information, visit our sales gallery at:
No. 11G, Medan Kelang Lama 28
No. 419, Jalan Kelang Lama
58000 Kuala Lumpur.
T
: +603-7772 7911
F
: +603-7773 0850
E
: info@therainz.com.my
W
: http://therainz.com.my

Exsim employs strata titles to facilitate maximum convenience for its residents.

Comprised primarily of high rise developments, strata titles are widely utilised in many of the EXSIM Group’s projects,
allowing residents a great measure of convenience and added value while managing to maintain attractive prices. High rise buildings
remain a constant choice of homeowners due to their convenience, often embodying the full package of a home
and comprehensive facilities.
The word “strata” means “layers,” and effectively conveys the reason behind the designing of strata titles. Strata titles
were originally conceived to better facilitate the legalities of owning a single apartment unit in an entire block as well as
the division of responsibility for the upkeep of communally owned common areas (1).
Living in a strata development brings a wide range of benefits to residents, allowing them to partake in a variety of activities
without ever leaving their home compound (2). These include such things as exercising in provided gyms, relaxing in private spas,
or even hosting functions in provided spaces. These added value facilities work together to enhance the overall quality of life found
in each development.
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Some more benefits of strata living include:
Attractive Common Areas
With ownership of a development’s common
areas collectively belonging to all residents, while
maintenance responsibilities are retained by the
developer up to 12 months from delivery of vacant
possession or formation of Joint Management
Body (JMB), whichever comes earlier (3). This
allows residents to enjoy beautifully landscaped
and designed environments, all maintained by the
developers to ensure that their environments
remain appealing.
Comprehensive Facilities
Strata developments also often allow residents
to benefit from a range of facilities right at their
doorsteps. Many times these encompass the
basic offerings, such as designated parking spaces,
swimming pools, gyms, and children’s play areas.
Certain developments may also provide premium
facilities such as spas, internal retail amenities
and shuttle services to nearby conveniences.
Ease of Maintenance
With the onus for maintaining the development’s
facilities and common areas falling on the developers
for up to 12 months from delivery of vacant
possession or formation of Joint Management
Body (JMB), whichever comes earlier, upkeep of
the development becomes effortless.(3) Having
the cost for this maintenance shared amongst the
various strata title owners, spreads out the financial
responsibilities, thus enabling each homeowner

Strata titles effectively allow ownership of a piece of a high rise development.

Strata titles allow for luxurious facilities at affordable prices.

to pay only a small portion of the overall cost of
upkeep while still enjoying well-maintained and
serviced amenities.
Security
Another utility that comes with living in a strata
development is the sense of security afforded
by the package. With a high number of residents
living in the same area, adequate protection
is always a concern. Strata developments solve this
problem by providing 24 hour security; the upkeep
of which is counted under normal maintenance
costs, assuring residents peace of mind.
Community Living
Living in a strata development promotes active
involvement in a community by way of automatic
involvement in the development’s decision making
process. Meetings and elections of committee
members often promotes neighbourly interaction
which in turn add to the quality of life by allowing
residents to surround themselves with
like-minded peers.
Summed up in one word, strata living is
convenience. Convenience in ownership,
convenience in maintenance and convenience
brought to the table by value adding facilities.
Suited for young professionals living fast-paced
city lives or young families who value active yet
convenient lifestyles, strata developments are the
ideal solution for the buyer seeking to own their
own urban home without compromising on value.
Reference:
1. What is Strata Title. (2013). What is Strata Title? 2013
Retrieved from http://www.beahappymillionaire.com/
properties/what-is-strata-title/
2.Various Strata Title/Subdivision Information. (2009). The OC
Guide 2007. Retrieved from http://www.theocguide.com.au/
3. Building and Common Property (maintenance and
management) Act 2007
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PLANNING
AN INNOVATIVE INDUSTRY
with Vincent Chin, Head of Planning & Development (Industrial Project)

Please briefly describe
yourself and your
background in property.
I’ve been working with the Exsim
Group of Companies for seven years
and currently hold a post as Head
of Industrial Planning and Corporate
Finance and Operations. Before
venturing into the property industry,
I worked in the Audit Tax and Finance
Department.
What is the function and
role of Property Planning &
Development?
The Property Planning &
Development department’s
function is to comprehend, analyse
and explore changing industrial
perspectives in order to determine
various factors such as pricing,
built-up and land size as these are
crucial in order to continually adapt
to shifting market demands. My role
was created to plan and execute
reasonable pricing strategies and
ensure their application and ability
to cater to various businesses and
corporate individuals. My work
also entails creating new concepts

in conjunction with our architects
to envision unprecedented ideas.
We saw a new concept of
industrial development from
Exsim Group of Companies,
not just an ordinary industrial
lot. How did you come up with
that idea?
The idea came about through
strong collaboration with a team of
architects and consultants. They are
driven, high calibre professionals, and
most importantly they have a deep
commitment to their work. We took
the time to build good rapport with
each other which allowed me to work
with them very closely, and this is how
we ensure that our products are not
only of the highest quality and practical,
but also cutting-edge and unprecedented.
With the soon-to-be
implemented GST, what do
you think is the impact and
would it affect your sale?
I am sure that GST does not only
impact us alone but every market
and industry in Malaysia. However,
the impact on us would be short-term

and we strongly believe that once we
overcome the challenge, GST would
bring more benefits than drawbacks.
What is the pipeline for next
half of the year and 2015?
We are currently planning industrial
projects in few phases and some
of them are the Semi-D Corporate
factories, 51 acres of Nouvelle
Industrial Park and Glenmarie
Industrial Park. Hopefully there
will be more challenging, unique
and fresh projects to come.
Lastly, how do you cope with
multiple tasks at hand, since
you are holding two important
positions under your belt?
To cope with two important positions
is definitely not an easy task and no
one can do it alone. That is why I’m
truly blessed and grateful to have
a very supportive, dedicated and
committed team to assist and run
both industrial and operations at
the same time. The team is very
hands-on and if there are any
problems and obstacles, we find
solutions and solve it together.
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The Budget
Taking into account the
finances they are able to
allocate toward funding
a new home is a crucial first
step for most prospective
homeowners.

The Decision
The next step often includes
deciding on what type of
home they would like to
own; these could range to
anything between a small
serviced apartment to a large
bungalow home.

THE
HOME
BUYING
PROCESS
The Transfer
Finally, payment is made
to the owner, contracts are
finalised, and the new owners
are ready to move into their
brand new home!

The Search
A variety of methods
are available to prospective
buyers to find exactly the
home they are looking for,
from online sources to
newspapers and real estate
agents.

The Price
After deciding on the home
they enjoy the most, the next
step is to find the right price.
This often includes a little
bargaining to make sure both
parties get something they
are happy with.

The Location
After some research,
the next step in the process
often entails deciding
on which area they would
prefer to settle down; making
a choice between various
townships is often
an important decision.

The Viewing
Once settled on a list of
homes they find appealing,
the next step for most
prospective homeowners
is to arrange a viewing
to inspect the premises.

The Loan
Barring the extremely
wealthy, most homeowners
then take up a loan to
finance their new home.
Finding a balance between
interest rates and repayment
times is an important step.
The Law
Once prices are decided
and loans taken out,
ownership needs to be
transferred often demanding
the services of a lawyer.
Reference:
The Home Buying Process- Step by Step (2012). Zillow 2012. Retrieved from
http://www.zillow.com/wikipages/the-home-buying-process--step-by-step/
Home Buying Path A to Z (2014). AboutHome 2014. Retrieved from
http://homebuying.about.com/od/buyingahome/qt/121907_buy-path.htm
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BUKIT JALIL :
A CONVENIENT
ESCAPE
Well known for its two stadiums, Bukit Jalil Stadium
and Stadium Putra, the area provides ample
opportunity for sports enthusiasts to either
compete or spectate their favourite games.

Bukit Jalil is a rising star in the property development market.

Only 20km away from Kuala Lumpur’s city
centre, Bukit Jalil is ideally located to provide
both an escape from and ease of access to
the city and various surrounding areas. A central
location connected via several major highways,
its high degree of development and modern
infrastructure all push it to the position of prime
real estate, which the EXSIM Group has utilised
to create stunning, high-value homes.
For leisure, those who make their home here
are spoilt for choice. A number of options are
immediately available to them with a collection
of activities and amenities for people of all ages.
For the children, Desa Waterpark City is merely
a stone’s throw away, along with Bukit Jalil Park.
Both destinations provide boundless fun for the
entire family. On the flip side, adults benefit from
a selection of stylish clubs in which to unwind,
including the Bukit Jalil Golf Club and the
Selangor Turf Club.
For those who enjoy a little retail therapy
or simply whiling away the time with friends,
Bukit Jalil’s central location allows it to take full
advantage of retail options surrounding it. It is
only a short drive from Endah Parade, KLCC,
Pavilion, and Mid Valley City.
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WORLD

Not only a hotbed for leisure however, Bukit
Jalil also provides choice education and business
opportunities. With Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan
Bukit Jalil providing a solid secondary school
environment, while the International Medical
University (IMU) provides specialised higher learning.
On the business end of the spectrum, Technology
Park Malaysia (TPM) spreads across 750 acres and
provides an exemplary environment for knowledgebased industries.
Connected to a number of major highways as well
as three LRT stations, Bukit Jalil boasts impressive
connectivity to the rest of the Klang Valley. The Bukit
Jalil, Sri Petaling, and Sungai Besi LRT stations provide
easy routes in and out via public transport, whilst
a plethora of connecting highways further enhance
accessibility. Joined to the LDP, Kesas, MEX highways
and several more, Bukit Jalil is afforded effortless
passage between such hotspots as Petaling Jaya and
Subang Jaya.
Each of these conveniences was taken into
consideration before the EXSIM Group decided
to base its development activities in Bukit Jalil.
This modern suburb allows its residents to take full
advantage of the city’s amenities whilst providing
a quiet area in which homeowners may feel relaxed.
With stellar value added by the wide array of activity
hubs, leisure offerings, and business and education
options, Bukit Jalil comes together as a well-rounded
package for both the modern urbanite and the
close-knit family to enjoy.
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The team standing in front of Exsim’s booth at the Guangdong Real Estate Expo.

Expressionz - Guangdong
Real Estate Exposition
@China And Smart Investment
& International Property Expo
@Hong Kong
From May 23rd to 25th and June 7th
to 8th of 2014, Exsim ran booths at
Guangdong Real Estate Exposition in
China and Hong Kong’s Smart Investment
& International Property Expo. Boasting
an impressive turnout at both events,
Exsim’s projects were showcased, with
a focus on Expressionz and its innovations.
Met with an overall positive response the
expo was ruled a success, allowing the
company to reach a wider demographic
and customer base.

The panels of Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak proudly being displayed.
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Exsim’s guests enjoying a sumptuous buffet lunch.

The Rainz@Bukit Jalil being shown off to a group of intrigued guests.

The Rainz@Bukit Jalil Unveiled
During Exclusive Preview Event
Exsim drew over 1000 guests on the 27th
& 28th of September this year, when they
ran an exclusive preview event for their
upcoming development, The Rainz@Bukit
Jalil. Designed to showcase the newest
project under their banner, the event was a
huge success.
High Tea and a sumptuous buffet lunch
were served to each invited guest and their
three invitees. A great time was had by all,
and the sheer number of attendees rated
the event a grand success.

A group attending a seminar by Michelle Siew at Exsim’s Singapore Expo.
A group of VIPs partaking of a delectable High Tea spread.

Expressionz@Singapore
On the 20th of July 2014, Exsim ran a
property seminar in conjunction with the
Miracles Realty Group Pte. Ltd. Running
from 12pm to 5pm and located at the
Suntec Exhibition & Convention Centre,
the turn out reached a 100 people.
The event featured talks by Michael Yam
on “What Makes Kuala Lumpur a Star
Investment?” and Michelle Siew on
“What Makes Property a Star Buy in
Kuala Lumpur?”

Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak being showcased at the Exsim's Singapore Expo.

A display being shown off to customers at Exsim’s Singapore Expo.
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A model of The Rainz@Bukit Jalil dominating the show floor.
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HOUSING LAW:
DO YOU KNOW IT?

Case 1

Diana entered into a sale and purchase agreement (“SPA”) to purchase a parcel of condominium on 1 May 2014. Pending
disbursement of the loan, Diana found out that the management corporation (“MC”) of the condominium is holding its annual
general meeting (“AGM”) on 20 May 2014. Diana wants to attend the AGM and oppose to the MC’s motion to increase service
charge.
False!
Diana is not entitled to attend and vote in the AGM. Pursuant to the Strata Titles Act 1985, only the person for the time being
registered as the proprietor of a parcel can attend the AGM. Further, no proprietor shall be entitled to vote and to be elected
to hold office at AGM unless all contributions to the management fund of the MC in respect of his parcel has been duly paid.
In this case, Diana has not completed the purchase of the parcel and title has yet to be transferred unto her name; therefore she
is not entitled to attend the AGM and vote.
Case 2
Darren entered into a sale and purchase agreement to purchase a condominium near KLCC back in January 2014. He has then
paid the full purchase price to the seller in March 2014; and obtained the keys and possession of the condominium at the same
time.
In May 2014, Darren realised that his lawyer has not furnished him a copy of the strata title with his name duly registered as
proprietor. Upon contact, Darren was informed by the lawyer that strata title has been presented to the land office for transfer
in March 2014; and it is now pending due to registration of transfer of name onto the strata title.
Darren is doubtful on the status given, as it has been 2 months since the strata title is presented.
False!
The time required for land office to process and register transfer of name on property title varies due to various reasons, e.g.
the type of the title, number of cases, efficiency of the offices, etc.
In Klang Valley, the expected time required for land office to process and register transfer of name on property are as below:

Kuala Lumpur
Selangor

Individual Title

Strata Title

1-3 Months

6-9 Months

7 Working Days

1-3 Months

Therefore, it is not surprise that strata title of Darren has yet to be duly registered after 2 months from presentation. To better
follow up on the matter, Darren may request a copy of presentation receipt from the lawyer, and check with land office directly
on the registration status from time to time.
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Case 3
In April 2011, Chai bought an office suite, within a mix-used strata development, from ABC Development Sdn Bhd (“Developer”).
As of June 2014, the Developer has not deliver vacant possession of the office suite to Chai.
Chai remembers it is provided under the law that Developer must deliver vacant possession of strata property to purchaser
within 3 years from the date of sale and purchase agreement.
Upon contact, the Developer advised that vacant possession of the office suite will be delivered within 48 months from the date
of the sale and purchase agreement. Chai is not satisfied with the answer and wishes to issue legal letter to demand for vacant
possession.
False!
The prescribed sale and purchase agreement for strata property under Schedule H of Housing Development (Control and
Licensing) Regulation 1989, provides that vacant possession of the property shall be delivered by the developer to purchaser
within 36 months from the date of sale and purchase agreement.
However, only strata property for housing accommodation or residential purpose is governed under the Housing Development
(Control and Licensing) Act 1966 (“HDA”). Whereas, sale and purchase of commercial property, in this case the office suite, is not
regulated by HDA; and the sale and purchase transaction shall be governed by the contractual documentations entered between
the purchaser and the developer.
Therefore, it is advisable for Chai to read through the sale and purchase agreement to determine Developer’s obligation in
delivering the vacant possession of the office suite before taking any action thereof.
Case 4
James has signed a sale and purchase agreement (“SPA”) in the prescribed form of Schedule H under Housing Development
(Control and Licensing) Act 1966 (“HDA”) with the Developer, ABC Sdn Bhd for the purchase of a unit of condominium in 2010.
Nevertheless, the Developer has not delivered the vacant possession of the unit until to date.
Therefore, he wishes to terminate the SPA and demand the Developer to refund all the payment made. Can he proceed so?
False!
A purchaser shall only be entitled to terminate SPA in accordance with section 8A of the HDA, whereby it is provided that the
purchasers may apply to the Ministry for approval to terminate all the sale and purchase agreements entered into in respect of
a housing development and seek for refund only if(a) such application is received by the Minister within 6 months after the execution of the first SPA in respect of that housing
development or that phase of housing development; and
(b) at least 75% of all the purchasers who have entered into the sale and purchase agreements have agreed with the housing
developer in writing to terminate the sale and purchase agreements.
As such, James is unable to terminate the SPA without the Ministry of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government’s
approval. Alternatively, James can always report this matter to the Ministry for assistances.
NOTE:

Section 8A of the HDA has been recently amended, via HDA (Amendment) Act 2012, whereby a purchaser shall be entitled to terminate the SPA entered
into in respect of a housing development if(a) The licensed housing developer refuses to carry out or delays or suspends or ceases work for a continuous period of 6 months or more after
		 the execution of the SPA;
(b) the purchaser has obtained the written consent from the end financier; and
(c) the Controller of housing has certified that the licensed housing developer has refused to carry out or delayed or suspended or ceased work for
		 a continuous period of 6 months or more after the execution of the SPA.
In such event, the licensed housing developer shall within 30 days of termination refund or cause to be refunded to such purchaser all monies received by
the licensed housing developer from the purchaser free of any interest.
Nevertheless, the above new amendment shall only be applicable to SPA entered after the date of coming into operation of the HDA (Amendment) Act 2012.
As of to-date, 24 June 2014, the said Amendment Act has not come into force.
*This article is contributed by Mr. Chris Tan. Chris is the founder and now Managing Partner of Chur Associates, a boutique legal practice that thrives in
delivering business friendly solutions for its clients and having a niche positioning of ‘Everything Real Estate’ serving the entire value chain from the upstream
to the downstream.
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Building cleaning is in progress

Entrance paver and planting are in progress

Nouvelle Industrial Park Lot 8@Kota Damansara

Block A & B - Installation of window frame works are in progress

Entrance paver is in progress

Entrance paver is in progress

Block A & B - View from MEX Highway

The Leafz@Sungai Besi

Brickwall in progress

Facade and painting in progress

Nouvelle Industrial Park@Balakong

Block C - Structural works has been
completed up to Roof Top Level 28

Block C - Structural works has been completed up to Roof Top Level 28

Tower A - Basement slab and wall in progress

Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road

Tower A - Pilecap completed

Tower B - Pilecap in progress

Project
Work Done/Progress (%)
Progress Update Date
			
Block A - Structural work is in progress on the 7th floor

Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil
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Block A - Structural work is in progress

Block A & B - Overall progress

The Leafz@Sungai Besi
Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil
Nouvelle Industrial Park@Balakong
Nouvelle Industrial Park Lot 8@Kota Damansara
Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road

70%
30%
30%
85%
20%

as of 31 August 2014
as of 31 August 2014
as of 31 August 2014
as of 31 August 2014
as of 31 August 2014

Completion Date 		
(according to SPA)
2015
2016
2016
2016
2017
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